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Infection, Polymorphism and Evolution National Academies
Press
Influenza virus is an important human pathogen, frequently
causing widespread disease and a significant loss of life. Much
has been learned about the structure of the virus, its genetic
variation, its mode of gene expression and replication, and its
interaction with the host immu nologic system. This knowledge
has the potential of leading to ap proaches for the control of
influenza virus. In addition, research on influ enza virus has led
to important advances in eukaryotic molecular and cellular
biology and in immunology. A major focus of this book is the
molecular biology of influenza virus. The first chapter, which
serves as an introduction, describes the structure of each of
the genomic RNA segments and their encoded pro teins. The
second chapter discusses the molecular mechanisms involved
in the expression and replication of the viral genome. In
addition to other subjects, this chapter deals with one of the
most distinctive features of influenza virus, namely the unique
mechanism whereby viral messenger RNA synthesis is
initiated by primers deaved from newly synthesized host-cell
RNAs in the nudeus. Among the most significant accomplish
ments in influenza virus research has been the delineation of
the three dimensional structure of the two surface
glycoproteins of the virus, the hemagglutinin and
neuraminidase. This has provided a structural basis for
mapping both the antigenic sites and the regions involved in
the major biological functions of these two molecules.

Genetic Variation of Viruses CRC Press
The current volume covers human gene therapy, improving the
nutritional value of maize, restriction-modification enzymes, and eight
other subjects.
Diseases of Poultry CRC Press
First multi-year cumulation covers six years: 1965-70.
Evolution of Infectious Disease Academic Press
Applied Plant Virology: Advances, Detection, and Antiviral
Strategies provides an overview on recent developments and
applications in the field of plant virology. The book begins with an
introduction to important advances in plant virology, but then
covers topics including techniques for assay detection and the
diagnosis of plant viruses, the purification, isolation and
characterization of plant viruses, the architecture of plant viruses,
the replication of plant viruses, the physiology of virus-infected
hosts, vectors of plant viruses, and the nomenclature and

classification of plants. The book also discusses defense strategies by
utilizing antiviral agents and management strategies of virus and
viroid diseases. With contributions from an international collection
of experts, this book presents a practical resource for plant
virologists, plant pathologists, horticulturalists, agronomists,
biotechnologists, academics and researchers interested in up-to-
date technologies and information that advance the field of plant
virology. Covers the detection, control and management of plant
viruses Discusses antiviral strategies, along with mechanisms of
systemic induced resistance to enhance the defense of plants
against viruses Provides contributory chapters from expert plant
virologists from different parts of the world
Emerging Viruses Springer Science & Business
Media
Many RNA viruses have been known for decades to
be genetically and biologically quite variable.
Some well-known examples are influenza viruses,
foot and mouth disease viruses, and Newcastle
disease virus. During the past decade, it has
become clear that most, it not all. , RNA
viruses (riboviruses and retroviruses) are much
more mutable than was recognized previously,
and that this great mutability generates
extremely complex populations consisting of
indeterminate mixtures of related variants (Le.
, "mutant swarms" or "quasispecies"
populations). This is also true of DNA viruses
(such as hepatitis DNA genomes via RNA
transcripts B virus) which replicate their that
are reverse-transcribed back to DNA. This
hypermutability of RNA replicons provides great
biological adaptability for RNA virus genomes.
It also allows (but does not necessitate) RNA
viruses, so that they can extremely rapid
evolution of evolve over a million times more
quickly than their eukaryotic DNA-based hosts.
The genetics of RNA replicons is so unusual
(and often counterintuitive) that it has many
important biological conse quences which are
neither readily apparent nor widely under
stood. Failure to understand the distinctive
aspects of RNA genetics frequently generates
confusion and controversy and can adversely
impact vaccine and antiviral drug programs and
other applications of medical virology. The 14
chapters in this volume describe advances in a
number of significant areas of RNA virus
genetics and evolution.
Virus as Populations Springer Science &
Business Media
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Methods in Muscle Biology is a comprehensive
laboratory guide that details the methods used
in the study of muscle biology. The techniques
included embrace cell, developmental, and
molecular biology, as well asphysiology,
neurobiology, and medical research.
Regulation of Gene Expression in Animal
Viruses Springer Science & Business Media
In this comprehensive reference, leading
researchers examine the biology, molecular
biology, and diseases of the Bunyaviridae,
and provide up-to-date information on the
genetic characterization and variations of
this virus group. Chapters deal with the
molecular biology of five genera:
Bunyavirus, Hantavirus, Nairovirus,
Phlebovirus, and Tospovirus. Chapters
examine Bunyaviridae assembly and
intracelluar protein transport as well as
Bunyaviridae genetics. Contributors discuss
the Bunyaviridae diseases, including the
hantavirus pulmonary syndrome.
Foot and Mouth Disease Virus Variability,
Epidemiology and Control
On October 17, 2014, spurred by incidents at
U.S. government laboratories that raised
serious biosafety concerns, the United
States government launched a one-year
deliberative process to address the
continuing controversy surrounding so-called
"gain-of-function" (GOF) research on
respiratory pathogens with pandemic
potential. The gain of function controversy
began in late 2011 with the question of
whether to publish the results of two
experiments involving H5N1 avian influenza
and continued to focus on certain research
with highly pathogenic avian influenza over
the next three years. The heart of the U.S.
process is an evaluation of the potential
risks and benefits of certain types of GOF
experiments with influenza, SARS, and MERS
viruses that would inform the development
and adoption of a new U.S. Government policy
governing the funding and conduct of GOF
research. Potential Risks and Benefits of
Gain-of-Function Research is the summary of
a two-day public symposia on GOF research.
Convened in December 2014 by the Institute
of Medicine and the National Research
Council, the main focus of this event was to
discuss principles important for, and key
considerations in, the design of risk and
benefit assessments of GOF research.
Participants examined the underlying
scientific and technical questions that are
the source of current discussion and debate
over GOF research involving pathogens with
pandemic potential. This report is a record
of the presentations and discussion of the
meeting.
Virus Dynamics Nova Publishers

Resulting from a Royal Society discussion
meeting, this volume presents a short review of
the topic of parasite-host co-evolution. Current
thinking on evolution in parasites, viruses and
other pathogens is discussed.
Advances in Applied Microbiology Springer
Science & Business Media
Since the discovery of viral superantigens in
1991, immunologists have made a number of new
discoveries. The discoveries, especially those
relating to the interplay between the immune
system and viruses producing superantigens,
have had a great impact on immunology and
virology, as it appears that some diseases are
triggered or exacerbated by viral
superantigens. Viral Superantigens presents a
complete review of this new area of study.
Edited by a leading researcher and authored by
a distinguished team of contributors, this
comprehensive analysis covers every aspect of
viral superantigens and related subjects,
including critical topics such as effects on
the T cell repertoire and viral superantigen-
mediated diseases. Immunologists and
virologists, clinical practitioners, and
graduate students will find this book an
invaluable resource to encourage further
advances in research.

Origin and Evolution of Viruses Springer
Nature
Virus bioinformatics is evolving and
succeeding as an area of research in its own
right, representing the interface of
virology and computer science. Bioinformatic
approaches to investigate viral infections
and outbreaks have become central to
virology research, and have been
successfully used to detect, control, and
treat infections of humans and animals. As
part of the Third Annual Meeting of the
European Virus Bioinformatics Center (EVBC),
we have published this Special Issue on
Virus Bioinformatics.
Advances in Virus Research Springer Science &
Business Media
Providing both historical background and recent
advances, this series reviews in-depth the
biologic, molecular, immunologic, and patholic
features of this facinating virus family. The
current volume focuses on the avian and murine
species which have generated novel insights
into cancer, and the evolution of the
retroviridae.

Progress in Drug Research / Fortschritte der
Arzneimittelforschung / Progrès des
recherches pharmaceutiques Springer Science
& Business Media
New viral diseases are emerging
continuously. Viruses adapt to new
environments at astounding rates. Genetic
variability of viruses jeopardizes vaccine
efficacy. For many viruses mutants resistant
to antiviral agents or host immune responses
arise readily, for example, with HIV and
influenza. These variations are all of
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utmost importance for human and animal health
as they have prevented us from controlling
these epidemic pathogens. This book focuses
on the mechanisms that viruses use to
evolve, survive and cause disease in their
hosts. Covering human, animal, plant and
bacterial viruses, it provides both the
basic foundations for the evolutionary
dynamics of viruses and specific examples of
emerging diseases. * NEW - methods to
establish relationships among viruses and
the mechanisms that affect virus evolution *
UNIQUE - combines theoretical concepts in
evolution with detailed analyses of the
evolution of important virus groups *
SPECIFIC - Bacterial, plant, animal and
human viruses are compared regarding their
interation with their hosts
Viral Superantigens Oxford University Press
Now in its Twelfth Edition, Diseases of Poultry
continues its tradition of excellence as the
definitive reference of poultry disease.
Following the same user-friendly format, the
book has been thoroughly updated to reflect the
most current knowledge of avian pathology,
including new coverage of genetic resistance to
disease. Coverage is given to both common and
uncommon diseases, and chapters are organized
by disease type, including viral, bacterial,
fungal, parasitic diseases as well as others,
such as nutritional, developmental, metabolic,
noninfectious diseases and toxins. Each disease
section provides detailed coverage of history,
etiology, pathobiology, diagnosis, and
intervention strategies, as well as the
economic and public health significance of each
disease. With a host of international authors,
Diseases of Poultry is a must-have resource for
all veterinary pathologists, practitioners,
agricultural managers and industry leaders
involved in poultry health and production.

Transboundary Animal Diseases in Sahelian
Africa and Connected Regions Oxford
University Press on Demand
Virus as Composition, Complexity,
Quasispecies, Dynamics, and Biological
Implications, Second Edition, explains the
fundamental concepts surrounding viruses as
complex populations during replication in
infected hosts. Fundamental phenomena in
virus behavior, such as adaptation to
changing environments, capacity to produce
disease, and the probability to be
transmitted or respond to treatment all
depend on virus population numbers. Concepts
such as quasispecies dynamics, mutations
rates, viral fitness, the effect of
bottleneck events, population numbers in
virus transmission and disease emergence,
and new antiviral strategies are included.
The book's main concepts are framed by
recent observations on general virus
diversity derived from metagenomic studies
and current views on the origin and role of

viruses in the evolution of the biosphere.
Features current views on key steps in the
origin of life and origins of viruses
Includes examples relating ancestral
features of viruses with their current
adaptive capacity Explains complex phenomena
in an organized and coherent fashion that is
easy to comprehend and enjoyable to read
Considers quasispecies as a framework to
understand virus adaptability and disease
processes
Elsevier
Paperback. ISBN 978-1-912530-35-9. In this timely
book, internationally renowned experts review
literally every aspect of cutting edge coronavirus
research providing the first coherent picture of
the molecular and cellular biology since the
outbreak of SARS in 2003. Essential reading for all
coronavirologists as well as scientists working on
other viruses of the respiratory and/or
gastrointestinal tract.

Focus on Genome Research Elsevier
Volume 3 is devoted to the latest diagnostic
technology for virus diseases, particularly
molecular methodologies.

Virus Variability, Epidemiology and Control
Springer Science & Business Media
Published since 1959, Advances in Applied
Microbiology continues to be one of the most
widely read and authoritative review sources
in microbiology. The series contains
comprehensive reviews of the most current
research in applied microbiology. Recent
areas covered include bacterial diversity in
the human gut, protozoan grazing of
freshwater biofilms, metals in yeast
fermentation processes and the
interpretation of host-pathogen dialogue
through microarrays. Eclectic volumes are
supplemented by thematic volumes on various
topics, including Archaea and sick building
syndrome. Impact factor for 2009: 1.860. *
Contributions from leading authorities and
industry experts * Informs and updates on
all the latest developments in the field *
Reference and guide for scientists and
specialists involved in advancements in
applied microbiology
The Bunyaviridae Academic Press
Emerging and Reemerging Viral Pathogens:
Applied Virology Approaches Related to
Human, Animal and Environmental Pathogens,
Volume Two presents new research information
on viruses and their impact on the
scientific community. It provides a
reference book on certain viruses in humans,
animals and vegetal, along with a
comprehensive discussion on interspecies
interactions. The book then looks at the
drug, vaccine and bioinformatical strategies
that can be used against these viruses,
giving the reader a clear understanding of
transmission. The book's end goal is to
create awareness that the appearance of
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newly transmissible pathogens is a global
risk that requires shared/adoptable policies
for prevention and control. Covers most
emerging viral disease in humans, animals
and plants Provides the most advanced tools
and techniques in molecular virology and the
modeling of viruses Creates awareness that
the appearance of new transmissible
pathogens is a global risk Highlights the
need to adopt shared policies for the
prevention and control of infectious
diseases
Genetic Diversity of RNA Viruses Springer
Science & Business Media
Virus Variability and Impact on Epidemiology
and Control of Diseases E. Kurstak and A.
Hossain I. INTRODUCTION An important number of
virus infections and their epidemic
developments demonstrate that ineffec tiveness
of prevention measures is often due to the
mutation rate and variability of viruses
(Kurstak et al., 1984, 1987). The new human
immunodeficiency retroviruses and old influenza
viruses are only one among several examples of
virus variation that prevent, or make very
difficult. the production of reliable vaccines.
It could be stated that the most important
factor limiting the effectiveness of vaccines
against virus infections is apparently virus
variation. Not much is, how ever, known about
the factors influencing and responsible for the
dramatically diverse patterns of virus
variability. II. MUTATION RATE AND VARIABILITY
OF HUMAN AND ANIMAL VIRUSES Mutation is
undoubtedly the primary source of variation,
and several reports in the literature suggest
that extreme variability of some viruses may be
a consequence of an unusually high mutation
rate (Holland et al., 1982; Domingo et al.,
1985; Smith and Inglis, 1987). The mutation
rate of a virus is defined as the probability
that during a single replication of the virus
genome a particular nucleotide position is
altered through substitution, deletion,
insertion. or recombination. Different
techniques have been utilized to measure virus
mutation rates, and these have been noted in
the extent of application to different viruses.
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